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Edward McNair
NANOG Executive Director
ELECTION RESULTS
Election Results

• Bylaw Amendments for 2018
  • Approved

• Retiring Board Members
  • Ryan Donnelly
  • Dave Temkin

• New Board Members
  • Susan Forney
  • David Siegel

• New Board Officers
  • Chair: L Sean Kennedy
  • Vice Chair: Tina Morris
  • Treasurer: Will Charnock
  • Secretary: Susan Forney
Future NANOG Members
“More is lost by indecision than wrong decision. Indecision is the thief of opportunity. It will steal you blind.”

— Marcus Tullius Cicero
Why Become An Active Member?

Members are crucial to the future direction of NANOG!

• Help us deliver meaningful content to the community
• Help us govern NANOG in a responsible manner
• Help us create a sustainable community of inclusion and diversity
• Help build an organization that will outlive all of us
Onsite Attendance Stats

- Total attendees: 940
- Member Registration: 249
- Student Registration: 9
- Speaker: 20
- College Immersion: 21
- Female Attendance *if noted: (12%)
- Countries in Attendance: 21
Top Organizations (In attendance)

- NTT - 26
- Oracle - 24
- Cisco - 20
- Microsoft - 16
- ARIN - 16
- Nokia - 15
Organizational Demographics

- Service Providers: 40%
- Vendors: 21%
- Service Providers: 40%
- IX/Network Operators: 12%
- Non Profits: 10%
- Others: 7%
- Data Centers: 10%

NANOG
THANK YOU
Thank You Hackathon Sponsors

ORACLE
Cloud Infrastructure

TESUTO
Thanks to Our Host, Connectivity & Premium Sponsors
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NETFLIX

NTT Communications
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Microsoft
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Cloud Infrastructure

Cyxtera

Google

VERISIGN
Thanks to our Meeting Sponsors

A10
ADVA Optical Networking
ARBOR Networks
ARIN - American Registry for Internet Numbers
ARISTA
Charter Communications
China Telecom Americas
China Unicom
Ciena - Experience. Outcomes.
Cisco
Cloudflare
Corelight
Corero
Coriant
CyrusOne
Digital Realty
Fujitsu
Imperva
Infinita - what the network will be
IPinfusion
IPv4 Global
ISC
Juniper Networks
Kentik
Myriad
Thanks to our Meeting Sponsors
A Very Special Thanks...

• Our Members
• Board of Directors & Committees
• Our Sponsors
• NANOG Staff: Valerie Wittkop and Dé Harvey
• Social: Lisa Volpi
• Contractors: iMiller Public Relations, Clarity Experiences, Linespeed Events, Kaskadian, and Riverbed
• HGMP – Kristen Perry, Tessa Overfelt, and Zabrina Hazeltine
See you in San Francisco